In ethnically diverse neighbourhoods, people from different cultural backgrounds often do not socialize much with people outside their cultural circle. This often leads to low social cohesion. To get people to spend more time outside where they can meet other people, PhD. student F. X. Fonseca started developing Secrets of the South, a location-based mobile game where players solve challenges around their neighbourhood. During this project, a narrative and gameplay content were created to further develop this game.

In Secrets of the South, players will form groups of up to four people and will try to “conquer” parks and other public spots around their neighbourhood by completing a set of physical, social, and brain challenges at those locations. By turning physical spaces, infrastructure and strangers into integral gameplay elements, players are playfully encouraged to engage with their neighbourhood and interact with its residents to create a more social and vibrant public life.

Fig. 3. Some challenges will encourage players to find people in their surroundings to do short fun interactions with like high fiving or giving hand shakes! Other challenges will have them looking for hidden objects in their surroundings, or doing simple physical challenges like jumping from benches.

Fig. 4. Other tasks will direct them towards specific people like local business owners to find information. In the future, these stakeholders could ask for (logistical) help from players in the form of challenges, and the players would get real-world rewards like coupons or discounts.

Fig. 5. After completing all tasks at a spot, teams will get a chance to “conquer” a spot. They will get timed questions that will test how much attention they paid to their surroundings while completing challenges. The team that gets the highest score will be the conqueror of that spot!